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of at-riskreadersand the importanceof focusing
Parts1 and2 of this seriesfocusedon teachers'perceptions
and enjoyment.In Part3, we will look at why we shouldand how we can teach
on readingcomprehension
discipline
that preventreadingfailure,decrease
to students'readingstylesto createstrongreadingprograms
readingachievement.
problems,and increase

Teachto Natural LearningStrengths
Place two children of similar backgrounds,intelligence,
interests,and motivation in the same reading class.One
learns to read easily and the other fails. \Xrhy? It is highly
Iikely that the reading program matched the reading style
of the successfulreader and mismatched the reading sryle of
the child who failed.
But learning to read does not have to be a gamble. By
placing the focus where it needsto be-on the individual
student-great teachersof reading effectively differentiate
instruction and improve the odds for all students.

What Are ReadingStyles?
Each of us has a distinctly different reading style. Your
reading style determines how well you concentrate and read
with particular reading methods, materials, and activities,
and under certain conditions. Researchtells us that matching
students' reading srylesmakes learning to read easier,
increasesstudent motivation, and greatly improves reading
achievement. Some struggling readersmake reading gains
many times greater than their previous progress(Barber,
Carbo, &Thomasson, 1998; Catalog of School Reform
Models, 2006; ECS'sprlgrams and practices,2002; Hodgin
& \7ooliscroft, 1997; Killion, 2002; Oglesby & Suter, 1995;
Schacter,2000; Skipper, 1997; Snyder, I99 4, 1997).

The ReadingCamble
For over a century, every 20 years or so the reading
pendulum has swung back and forth between global and
analytic approachesto teaching reading (seeFigures I
and2). Today, that pendulum has swung strongly in the
direction of analltic reading approaches,often making

learning to read difficult for studentswith a global, tactile,
and kinesthetic reading sryle-which happens to be the
predominant sryle of at-risk readers(Atchinson & Brown,
1988; Duhaney & Ewing, 1998; Dunn, Griggs,Gorman,
6c Beasley,1995; Mohrmann, 1990; Sudzina,1993;Thies,
1999-2000; 'i7ilson, 1993). As a result, many of today's
at-risk readersare incorrectly taught and testedwith skills
exercisesdesignedfor analytics.

lmprovingthe Odds for All Students
Great teachersof reading make important, necessary
adjustments so that their instruction focuseson the
two most important goals of reading instruction:
comprehension and enjoyment. These teachersread aloud
and discusshigh-interest storiesfrequently with their
students.They also reduce the number of worksheets,allow
students to work together in pairs or small groups, skip or
replacestories that students find boring, reduce the amount
of phonics for low-auditory students, and supplement their
program with high-interest, recorded reading materials,
modeling of reading methods, and hands-on gamesthat
help children master important reading skills quickly.
In other words, each student's reading style plays an
important role in determining the instructioz-not just
an outside system of teaching or a set of commercial
materials. This paradigm shift is critical. \7e are losing
millions of students by trying to fit them into sysrems
that actually prevent them from learning. Although
some students have been able to adapt, the low reading
abilities of the great majority of our students offer ample
testimony that many cannot.
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Figure 1. Analytic reading methods (i.e., phonics) teach the sounds letters make, then
practice words containing the sounds taught, and proceed to stories.
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Figure 2. Global reading methods (i.e., recorded stories,sharedreading) start with
modeled story, practice words from the story, and teach phonics skills.
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The Globol Model of Teqching
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on ReadingStyles
lmportantResearch
Two research findings are worth repeating here:
. Reading programs and interventions that
accommodate students' reading style strengths have
brought about substantialimprovement in reading
achievementand enjoyment in short periods of time.
. Reading experts have identified negative reading
practices, many of which are used extensively today.
These practicesinclude: over-emphasizingskills instead of
comprehension, using too many worksheetsand boring
stories,teaching skills in isolation, providing few or no
choicesof reading materials,making reading a contest with
points and prizes, and following teacher editions faithfully
instead of responding to the needsof students (Flippo,
1998; Reutzel & Smith, 2004). Note: Part 2 of this series
(November 2007) conrained a listing of reading practices
that make learning to read difficult and those that facilitate
learning to read.

ldentifyingand Teachingto Students'ReadingStyles
There are many techniquesfor identi8'ing students' reading
sryles.Figure 3 provides a chart that describessix learner
characteristics(i.e., visual, auditory, tactile, kinesthetic,
global, and analytic), and lists compadble reading methods,

materials,and strategiesfor each characteristic.\7e can see,
for example, that tactile learners recall what they touch, are
often doodlers, and learn better when they can touch or
manipulate objects (such as a reading game).
A complete analysis of students' reading styles is
provided by the Reading Stlle Inuentzry@(RSI)-a
a youngster'sreading
diagnostic questionnairethat assesses
sryle and provides instructional recommendations (Carbo,
1992,2007). Student checklistsand printouts ofthe RS1
are availableat no cost at www.nrsi.com.
CaseStudy of Melinda
Melindat casestudy illustrateshow the RSl can be used.
Melinda is a sixth-grader reading four years below level.
She has difficulty copying from the board, poor spelling,
reversesletters in her writing, and has great difficulry
sounding out words. Melinda is also creative,outgoing,
sociable,and animated.
Melinda's RSlprintout revealsthat she is a child
of extremes.She is strongly global but only minimally
analytic. She is strongly tactile and kinesthetic, but weak
both visually and auditorially. There are many good
strategiesthat will help Melinda Iearn to read.
Melindas RS1Profile recommends effectivereadins
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Figure4

Condensed RSI Individual Profile
Grade: 3rd
Teacher'sName: Ms Tillman

Student Name: MelindaW
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methods, materials, and strategiescompatible with her
reading sryle strengths.For example, her recommended
reading interventions include recorded readings (ideal
for global learners),colored overlays(to reduce her visual
problems), floor games (she'skinesthetic), hands-on games
(she'stactile), and the use of cursivewriting to lessenher
"b" and "d" reversals.By increasingthese reading practices
Melinda will have a better chanceof making up lost years
and becoming a good reader.
The Power of Teaching to Students' Strengths
Great teachersof reading perceivestudents in terms of
their strengths rather than their disabilities.By focusing on
their students' reading style strengthsand interests,these
10

teachershelp to make learning to read easyand fun. And
when that happens,students enjoy reading, take more
books out of the library, and spend more of their free time
reading. Further, discipline problems decrease,and reading
achievementincreasessubstantially.Great teachersof
reading change the lives of their students by enabling them
to perform well in school.
@ Copyright, Marie Carbo, 2007 . Portions of this article
are excerpted from: Carbo, Marie (2007) Becominga Great
Teacherof Reading: Achieuing High Rapid Reading Gains
with Powerful Dffirentiated Strategies.Thousand Oaks,
CA: Corwin Press(A joint publication with the National
Association of Elementary School Principals)
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